
Carl Holty: Legacy to Abstraction 
 
New York’s Taylor Graham gallery is currently exhibiting an intimate exhibition of early work by the 
American Abstract artist Carl Holty (1900-1973). This newly discovered, and fresh to the market, collection 
of works was acquired directly from the artist’s estate and have largely been unseen since the mid 1980s. The 
group presents a comprehensive view into Holty’s journey and legacy through late Cubism and early abstract 
movements in Germany and Paris in the late 1920’s to New York’ s burgeoning abstract movements of the 
early 1940s through the 1950s. 
 
The selection currently on view begins with early Cubist black and white drawings executed in Paris which 
includes an important and well resolved Cubist Figure from c. 1930. Other works employ elements of 
Biomorphic Abstraction, Geometric Abstraction and collage, and show the influence of the close 
relationships Holty had with Hans Hofmann, Joan Miro, Juan Gris, Piet Mondrian and Romare Bearden. 
 
A fascinating discovery are a group of eight Matisse-like line drawings of a “Lady by the Sea” drawn in 
various iterations of cubist abstraction, from fluid abstraction to minimalist through varied use of line. 
 
Also included are a significant and desirable group of nearly three dozen small oils, called Color Theories, 
which Holty made to work through his Color Field compositions on a small scale. These works are gems and 
have little equal in the art world. 
 
The most important discovery however are a small group of finely crafted collages executed between 1957 
and 1959, perhaps an influence on his good friend Romare Bearden who began his hallmark collage works 
around 1963. Technically superb with fresh color, it is difficult to discern the paper’s edges from the edges of 
color transitions. These collages run parallel to other Americans working in this medium such as Vicente and 
Marca-Relli. 
 
There are many other discoveries to be made. Taylor Graham is located at 5 East 82nd Street. Carl Holty: 
Legacy to Abstraction works are on view with an accompanying book available upon request. 


